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Brochures are promotional marketing tools that spread the word
about your business. This essential communication piece generally introduces potential clients to a
business, but they can also announce new products and services.

BENEFITS
 Explains the value of your
business

 Helps the business stand
out from the competition

 Influences potential and existing customers to take action

Brochures make a statement. They

service qualities in memorable

emphasize what makes the business

phrases

unique. They consist of attractive and
visually persuasive images and a clear Portable and accessible, the brochure
layout that has a logical flow. They

prominently display the business con- about your business at their leisure.
tact information and brand logo.

 Gives the business credibility

 Builds brand recognition

allows prospective clients to read

A business can distribute them to
current clients for feedback or ask

The content of a brochure varies. It

the client to pass them along to a

proposes an executive summary de-

new client on its behalf. Brochures

tailing what the company does and

can be included with work proposals

how to potential customers, or it in-

and staff members can deliver them

troduces a new service or product.

to their professional contacts.

Regardless what’s discussed, the in-

When a brochure is put together

formation presented is simple and

well, it speaks to its target audience.

not bogged down with details. It em- For instance, it explains the product,
phasizes the company, product or
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how it works, the problem it solves and it focuses on the benefits the customer will enjoy. It encourages the audience to
take a certain action by giving them a reason to respond right
away. Brochures are attention grabbers, they can hook consumers by being visually appealing or they tell a powerful story. Another way, they get attention is with discounts, free
gifts, rebates and giveaways.

A successful brochure captures the audience’s attention, and

it prompts the consumer to want to learn more about your
business.

B.Y. Communications Worldwide can help you properly state
your mission and outline what you have to offer.
We deliver your message. We create content that resonates
and connects with your audience.
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